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cott Mitsui '92 is upfront about what's
involved in making a movie trailer.
"We cheat a lot," he tells the audience at his "Making the Perfect Movie
Trailer" workshop.
Oh, nothing illegal. But Mitsui freely
admits that movie trailers, which serve as "an
introduction of your movie to the world,"
must do what's necessary to fulfill their sole
"to get as many people as possible to
>pcmng weekend."
,reati\ producer/Nice president ot
operations at Mark Woollen & Associates
Kirne in October as part of the
vumemary Him festival, sponsored
• ment of Film, Television and
Theatre. While there to show his documen• m. Jam. Mitsui also dedicated an afternoon to explaining the philosophy and me.N . >! creating an award-winning trailer.
He would know about that. MitsuPs role at
Woollen includes writing, editing and graphic

MITSUI
WANTS YOU
TO SEE A
MOVIE NOW
and sound design tor the company that has
created trailers for such movies as \\ljnf the
\Vild firings Are, A Serious Man. Slumdog Millionaire* Milk, The Wrestler and Crash.
M he walks the audience through the
making of the trailers for Slnmdog Millionaire and for Milk* Mitsui notes that what you
get in a trailer is perhaps not precisely what
you will get from the movie. Often the music
used for a trailer isn't actually what's used in
the film. The dialogue may be speeded up;
composite shots are used. And since work on
a trailer may begin before the movie is finished, he says, the trailer could include scenes

COWBOY?
BALLERINA?
ENGINEER?

W

hen Alanc Rivera "96 speaks at
cntarv sch(x>ls, she starts
,-ntation by asking the students
think engineers do Most supu HIS answer: "It's the person
- the train,"
"Engineering is kind of an elusive profession," Rivera says. Nothing against
K who drive trains, but her mission is to help kids discover that there are lots of
inds of engineers and they do lots of different things. And, of course, to
do some early recruiting for the profession.
c civil engineer says she and her electrical engineer husband. Raymundo,
"have al\vavs been passionate about our professions," When all the engineering
magazines they receive mentioned the increasing shortage of engineers, the San
Antonio pair decided to take action. The result is their book Rocks, Jeans, and Busy
Machines: An Engineering Kids Storybook.
The first in what they plan as a series of engineering books for children ages 5 to
l >, the colorful rxx>k, illustrated by Philip Sada, fcxruses on structural engineering and
follows Violet and Pedro as they stop by a construction site on their way to the park.
When she visits schools, Rivera reads the bcx>k, shows pictures of machinery.
talks about her own job and passes out miniature hard hats. "Basically," she says,
"I'm just trying to get them excited." Excited enough, she hopes, to eventually
consider becoming engineers, even if they never drive a train.
The hook is available through amazon.com or the website engineering-kids.com.
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that don't make the final cut of the movie.
"If it's going to put people in the seats,"
he says, "we put it in there."
Trailers come in two lengths — the
90 second teaser and the two-and-a-half minute traditional. They also come in two ratings
formats — the G rated green band and the
R-rated red band. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), he says, looks
at trailers with a stricter eye, and breaking
their rules means the trailer must be redone.
No trailer, for instance, can show blood,
smoking, nudity or guns pointed directly at a
person. Unlike green band trailers, however,
red-band ones can include profanity.
Multiple trailers for a movie generally are
made for different markets, too — TV spots
can be changed to target children, teens or
adults. Some also are re-purposed for differ
ent international markets. Trailers to be aired
in Japan, for instance, may concentrate on a
romantic aspect of a film, Mitsui says, since
audiences there seem to like the love angle.
The creative process of making a trailer
is easier, Mitsui savs, if he actually likes the
movie. "I hate working on bad films," he
admits, but is careful not to name names. He
adds, however, that he's happy to work on
good, artistic films. "I feel better when good
movies we work on make a lot of money."
In the end, he reminds the audience, the
movie industry stays alive only if it sells its
product. "It is ultimately about commerce."
And if they wish to join the industry, Mitsui
tells the students, they have to help it survive. Their role in that regard is simple: "Go
see movies."
Carol School is managing edtfi of this magazine.
Reprinted with permission.
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